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Figure 2 summarises each of the sites considered and briefly describes the findings of Stages 1, 2 and 3

1. Executive Summary
Knight Frank Town Planning (ACT & NSW) has been instructed by the Land Development Agency (LDA) to
undertake a site selection and commercial feasibility investigation into the delivery of a service station to
service Molonglo Stages 1 and 2, and Weston Creek. The LDA nominated six sites for investigation, and

based on locational and other (non-financial) opportunities and constraints, and consultation outcomes.
Figure 2 Sites summary of considerations
Site

Summary of considerations

A

Location on the junction of Dixon and Streeton Drives. Site currently occupied by a TAMS
depot which would require relocation.

requested that the most suitable site be identified and a commercial feasibility study undertaken.
Figure 1 Sites for investigation

Site relatively unencumbered but is not highly

preferred as it is less able to capture Molonglo Valley traffic.
B

Located on the junction of Dixon and Streeton Drives.

Encumbered by significant trunk

infrastructure making it very difficult to develop. Not preferred by Government entities due
to potential impacts on existing site use.
C

Located near the junction of Cotter Road and Streeton Drive. Unable to deliver access to
Cotter Road. Currently occupied by a popular community garden under licence until 2020.
Not preferred by Government entities due to potential impacts on existing site use.

D

Located on Kirkpatrick Street. Preferred by Government entities and considered favourably by
potential operators. Well located to service both the Weston Creek and Molonglo Valley
catchments. Located adjacent to a park and ride facility, and will be able to service traffic
travelling in both directions along Cotter Road. While setback from Cotter Road, will be
visible to traffic by reason of surrounding topography.

E

While illustrated as being located on Cotter Road, local topography is such that access will be
restricted to Kirkpatrick Street. Westbound traffic would be required to turn into and travel
back along Kirkpatrick Street. Potential exit to the Tuggeranong Parkway slipway but appears
tenuous due to topography and likely traffic conflicts - would need to be subject to detailed
traffic analysis.

Can be serviced but costs significant due to distance from existing

connections.
F

Located on Cotter Road, near the Tuggeranong Parkway. Encumbered by significant trunk
infrastructure. Costs of relocating trunk infrastructure will be cost prohibitive. Also likely to
have ecological values.

Investigations were based on the following methodology:•

Stage 1 focused on gaining a comprehensive appreciation of the current and likely future context in
which the service station will exist, taking into account population distribution, likely travel patterns,
development and land use patterns, and the location of existing and future service stations.
Consequently this stage is focused on a review of existing documentation made available by the
LDA.

•

Stage 2 focused on consultation with Government entities and potential future operators to
determine relevant site criteria and any opportunities and constraints associated with the sites.

•

On the basis of the above, it was determined to remove sites B, C and F from further consideration. Site A
has been noted as a potential site, however following discussions with the LDA it was decided to limit
detailed commercial feasibility assessment to Sites D and E.
A subsequent commercial feasibility analysis has determined the following highest and best values of Site D
and E.

Stage 3 focused on determining which site(s) were to be the subject of more detailed commercial
feasibility assessment, based on their ability to meet baseline criteria.

•

Stage 4 focused on a detailed commercial feasibility assessment of the preferred site, as identified
from Stages 1, 2 and 3 investigations.
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Figure 3 Highest and Best value of Sites D and E

•

Ease of accessibility off Cotter Road;

•

Better utilisation and access from the recently developed main intersection;

•

Suitability for a Fast Food Pad site.

Site D

Site E

•

Lower servicing cost

Service Station Site *

$2,500,000

$2,000,000

•

Better net return to the ACT Government, taking into account the opportunity costs of lost

Fast Food Pad Site

$1,000,000

$750,000

Total Potential Value

$3,500,000

$2,750,000

residential development.
It is likely that any sale of site D would be strongly contested by both owner occupier (eg Caltex, Shell) or by
local investors looking to reserve long term leases with major operations.
Given the dual purpose nature of the site it may be possible to sell the site as two (2) individual sites

* includes carwash and workshop uses

allowing separate development of each and creating flexibility in the market place.
KFVC have been specifically instructed to consider the opportunity cost of utilising either of the preferred

Finally we do not consider RDOC to have a commercial viable land value, however may been seen by the

sites, D or E, for an alternate use. In considering this scenario, we have had regard primarily to the zoning of

LDA as an appropriate ancillary use in this location and could potentially be incorporated into such a

each site in order to assess the potential alternate uses, which we now summarise as follows:

development.

•

Site D – Zoned RZ1: Future Urban Area

•

Site E – Zoned RZ1/PRZ1: Future Urban Area

.

Our analysis indicate land values of $100,000 to in excess of $150,000 per townhouse/terrace house site for
predominantly greenfield locations based on approximately 300m² per townhouse/terrace site. This equates
to approximately 12 townhouses.
The lost opportunity cost associated with residential development of each site is quantified below.
Figure 4 Assessment of opportunity costs

Site D

Site E

Service Station Site *

$2,500,000

$2,000,000

Fast Food Pad Site

$1,000,000

$750,000

Total Potential Value

$3,500,000

$2,750,000

Less: Site servicing (mid-point)

$2,112,000

$2,982,000

Less: Opportunity cost

$1,800,000

$1,500,000

Net return to Territory

-$412,000

-$1,732,000

* includes carwash and workshop uses

Consequently Site D is the preferred site, due primarily to the following:
•

High visibility from Cotter Road;
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The outcomes of Stage 1 investigations are summarised in Section 2.

2. Methodology

2.2

Stage 2 is focused on consultation with Government entities and potential future operators. A consultation

This study has adopted a four stage methodology

2.1

Stage 2- Consultation

strategy was developed and approved by the LDA, and a copy can be found in Appendix A.
The purpose of consultation was threefold, depending on the consultee:-

Stage 1 – Preliminary investigations
Stage 1 was focused on gaining a comprehensive appreciation of the current and likely future context in

•

To ensure a thorough understanding of the current and future local context

•

To understand future operator requirements, to inform and ensure the site assessment undertaken

which the service station will exist, taking into account population distribution, likely travel patterns,

in Stage 3 reflects the attributes operators most value and which will therefore inform the value of

development and land use patterns, and the location of existing and future service stations. Consequently

the site.

the stage was focused on a desk top review of existing documentation made available by the LDA

•

including:•

‘Coombs local centre and mixed use sites – assessment of development potential’ prepared by
MacroPlan Dimasi, Draft December 2012.

•
•

2.3

Social Infrastructure for Molonglo Suburbs 3, 4 and Group Centre – Advice for Concept Plans’

Stage 3 Suitability analysis
Stage 3 was focused on determining which site(s) best meet the Government and future operator

prepared by Elton Consulting, September 2010

requirements, as defined in Stage 2, taking into account other opportunities and constraints.

‘Molonglo Valley Stage 2 Draft Planning and Design Framework – Important Planning Requirements

While the original scope focused solely on the delivery of a service station, potentially collocated with an

for first land release area’ prepared by Environment and Sustainable Development Directorate, June
•

To obtain any further information that may inform the feasibility study.

Recycling Drop Off Centre (RDOC), the scope was thereafter widened to include consideration of co-

2011

location with a fast food restaurant. Some basic comparison modelling was undertaken to assess such

‘Molonglo Valley Stage 2 Draft Planning and Design Framework’ prepared for ACTPLA by SGS

potential.

Economics and Planning, July 2011
•

‘Molonglo Valley Stage 2 Planning and Design Framework’ prepared by Environment and
Sustainable Development Directorate, April 2012

•

‘Molonglo Valley Stage 2 Group Centre and Environs - Planning and Design Framework Urban
Design Component’ prepared for Environment and Sustainable Development Directorate by Hames
Sharley/Ross Bonthorne, November 2012

•

‘Weston Creek/Molonglo Valley Transitional Impacts on Community, Sport and Recreation Facilities

2.4

Stage 4 Detailed site assessment including commercial feasibility assessment
In Stage 4, the preferred site was subject to a detailed commercial feasibility assessment. This included
assessment of the likely land value of the preferred site in light of current market conditions with regard to
the potential leverage, shop sales and ancillary uses such as car wash and mechanical workshops and the
like may provide.

Study’ prepared for Environment and Sustainable Development Directorate by Urbis Pty Ltd,
October 2012
•

‘Weston Group Centre Master Plan -Draft Master Plan’ currently being prepared by Environment
and Sustainable Development Directorate {background information refer
http:Uwww.actpla.act.gov.au/topics/significant projects/planning studies/weston group centre
master plan

•

‘North Wright Precinct Molonglo Valley Planning report’ prepared for Environment and Sustainable
Development Directorate by Walsh Consulting, 2013

•

‘Prospects for Higher Density Housing in Canberra Final Report’ prepared by SGS Economics and
Planning, March 2012

•

Territory Plan and specifically the Molonglo and North Weston Structure Plan.
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Weston Group Centre. Consultation to inform the Master Plan has identified the lack of service stations in
the Weston Creek catchment as a key community concern. Consultation also confirmed a community
perception that future Molonglo residents are receiving greater investment in the form of infrastructure and

3. Preliminary Investigations

facilities than existing Weston Creek residents.
The Preliminary Weston Group Centre Master Plan was released in 2012 and presents a framework to inform

The following summarises the outcomes of Stage 1 - Preliminary Investigations, as drawn from a review of

future planning policy (including variations to the Territory Plan) for the Group Centre. It is anticipated that

the documentation identified in Section 1.1.

the final Master Plan will be released in early 2014 and will provide comment on the desirability of
additional service stations to serve the Weston Creek Catchment.

3.1

Weston Creek

Public Transport Networks
At present eight bus routes connect Weston Creek with Woden Town Centre. A limited number of peak

Existing and Anticipated Residential Development

hour express routes provide access to Civic. Transport for Canberra indicates that a frequent service will

Weston Creek was established as a residential district in the late 1960’s. Construction was largely completed

service Weston by 2021, and will be upgraded to a rapid service by 2031. In general terms, existing public

by the mid 1970’s.

transport options in Weston are limited resulting in a high level of car dependency.

The 2011 Census data for Weston Creek (SA3) confirmed the presence of just over 9,200 dwellings in

Community Profile

Weston Creek, of which a substantial majority (83.2%) comprise separate dwellings. Semi detached, row or

While the 2003 bushfires affected Weston Creek’s population profile the local demography has been

terrace housing comprises 13.2% of stock, with flat units and apartments comprising 2.5%.

2

relatively stable since the late 2000’s. The following provides a snapshot of key community indicators:-

The 2003 bushfires resulted in new building activity in Weston Creek, but did not generate any notable

•

growth. No new residential land releases are proposed by the 2013-14 to 2016-17 Indicative Land Release

The 2011 Census indicates that Weston Creek had a population of 22,746 people with a roughly
equal split between males and females.

Program, and the Weston Creek – Stromlo population is forecast to decline 0.5% in the period 2001 to

•

1

2021. In the absence of any substantial re-zonings to facilitate more intensive development, and within the

Weston Creek has a higher median age (39) compared to the Canberra average (34) and smaller
proportions of 15-24 year olds (12%) compared to Canberra (16%).

context of decreasing household sizes, it is unlikely that significant additional residential growth will be
realised.

•

Official population projections from the ACT Chief Minister and Cabinet Directorate indicate that
the Weston Creek population will reduce slightly from 22,850 in 2012 to 21,850 in 2021 and the

Existing Commercial Development

population will continue to age.

Commercial development is currently focused at the Weston Group Centre (Cooleman Court) which

•

maintains 36,000m²+ of commercial and retail GFA. Cooleman Court is anchored by a Woolworths

Weston Creek has a higher proportion of dwellings which are fully owned (39%) and lower
proportion which are rented (29%) compared to Canberra (29% for both).

supermarket and a broad range of community orientated activities including a health centre, club and
indoor sports facilities.

•

The district has a slightly higher proportion of family households (71%) when compared to the
Canberra Statistical Division (SD) (68%).

Local Centres are present at Duffy, Holder, Rivett, Chapman, Fisher and Waramanga. Most local centres have
between 800 and 1500m² retail GFA, and provide a small supermarket along with limited speciality retail.

•

The district has very low unemployment (3%) and very high employment in professional (30%) and
clerical and administrative (19%) occupations, similar to the rest of Canberra. The area scores highly

At present there is just one service station in the Weston Creek catchment, located at Cooleman Court.

th

in terms of socio-economic indexes for areas (SEIFA). All areas are within the 9 decile in terms of

Local centre service stations have progressively closed in response to multiple factors, including the

th

disadvantage, economic resources and education, with the exception of Waramanga (7 decile for

acquisition of independent service stations by corporations, an increased drive for efficiency twinned with

economic resources).

increased operational costs, and a trend towards larger catchments. At present, the Cooleman Court service
station experiences significant pressure as a consequence of being the only provider within the catchment,

•

while the forecourt design requires waiting vehicles to queue on the adjoining road. This is unsatisfactory

5.2% of households have no motor vehicles, 36% have one, 41% have two and 16.1% have three or
more. The rate of motor vehicles per household is slightly greater than the ACT average.

from an operator, consumer and traffic safety perspective.

These indicators suggest a highly affluent residential population with a high level of dependency on private

The timing of commercial development in Molonglo Valley is such that the Weston Group Centre has and

vehicles for transport.

will continue to experience additional pressure for services and parking, and that this demand will change
over time as Molonglo develops. In recognition of this, ESDD are currently preparing a Master Plan for the
2
1

ACT Population Projects for Suburbs and Districts, 2001-2021 Summary.
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3.2

Molonglo Valley

approximately 90,000m² of retail, commercial and community floor space. It will be supported by a new

Development Staging

The Land Release Strategy identifies the release of 8,150m² CZ5 zoned land yielding 4,000m² GFA in 2013-

The development of Molonglo Valley will occur in three stages over a period of approximately 30 years:-

14. This land will be located at the western end of Kirkpatrick Street in accordance with the North Weston

Local Centre to be located in the western part of Stage 2 development.

Concept Plan, which describes its use in the following terms:-

Stage 1 will comprise the residential suburbs of Coombs, Wright and North Weston and a Local Centre.
Stage 1 is currently under construction. On completion, Stage 1 will accommodate 4500 dwellings, a

“Mixed use development incorporating commercial and residential uses are to be accommodated on the site

population of 7800 and a local centre with 3000m² retail GFA.

zoned CZ5 on the eastern side of the Weston Creek Pond, in a building a minimum 2 storeys, maximum 4
storeys, with ground floor accommodation suitable for shop(s), café/restaurant(s), small office(s).”

Stage 2 will comprise the suburbs of Denman Prospect and Molonglo, a principal Group Centre and a Local
Centre. Stage 2 will deliver a population of approximately 18,000 people and 7300 dwellings.

Importantly, this land and future development on it will not play a Local or Group Centre role.

Stage 3 will deliver residential suburbs, a secondary Group Centre and a Local Centre, all located north of

Public Transport

the Molonglo River. Development of Stage 3 is not anticipated to commence for approximately 5-10 years

Public transport options to service Molonglo have yet to be implemented. It is anticipated that rapid routes

although this could be brought forward depending on market demand. On completion Stage 3 is

will travel along John Gorton Drive. Transport for Canberra indicates that Molonglo will be serviced by a

anticipated to accommodate 27,000 people.

frequent service, with Stage 3 suburbs accessible by transit way extending from Coppins Crossing.

On completion Molonglo Valley will accommodate approximately 55,000-60,000 people.

Anticipated Community Profile

Immediate Land Release Strategy – Stage 1

The following analysis has been drawn from information provided by the LDA. This analysis is by necessity

The 2013-14 to 2016-17 Indicative Land Release Program indicates that 350 dwelling sites will be released in

speculative albeit based on best information available. The ultimate community profile may differ in

Molonglo in 2013/14, 520 in 2014/15, 1233 in 2015/16 and 802 in 2016/17.

response to a broad range of factors, including changes in proposed housing typologies, market values, and

3

trends.

Figure 5 Anticipated housing delivery
2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

Coombs

350

120

52

52

Denman Prospect

-

400

400

350

Wright

-

-

281

-

Molonglo Stage 3

-

-

500

400

Total

350

520

1233

802

The incoming population of the Molonglo Valley is expected to differ significantly from Weston Creek and
other areas of Canberra due to its unique mix of medium, high density and traditional suburban dwellings.
Approximately one half of dwellings will comprise detached dwellings, with roughly equal quarters delivered
as compact, row, terrace or apartment dwellings.
Figure 6 Anticipated housing typologies

It can take two years plus from the release of dwelling sites to the market to delivery of housing, particularly
for multi unit sites.
Molonglo Commercial Centres
The Coombs Local Centre will be established in the next five years. The trade area of the Local Centre is
expected to reach 9300 residents by 2026. It is anticipated that on completion the centre will deliver a full
line (approximately 3,000m²) supermarket, food, liquor and food catering GFA, along with 450m² non food
retail and 240m² retail services. No provision has been made for a service station at the Coombs Local
Centre. It will be important to ensure that any retail GFA associated with the service station does not
detrimentally impact on the health of the Local Centre.
A new Group Centre is proposed as part of Stage 2 development (10+ years). The centre will be located
east of John Gorton Drive and will act as the principal centre for the Molonglo Valley delivering
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Figure 7 Molonglo Valley Development – staging plan

Figure 8 Proportion of housing typologies, as delivered across the development timeframe

Population growth, and the location of that growth, will mirror the delivery of housing, but will be
reasonably consistent across the development timeframe, sitting between 1500 and 1900 new residents per
year. Most growth in the next 10 years will occur in Wright, Coombs and Denman Prospect.
Figure 9 Annual population increase compared to total population growth

These different typologies will be delivered in roughly equal proportions throughout the development
process, albeit with a slightly higher proportion of detached dwellings in the early phases, and a greater
proportion of compact, row, terrace and apartment dwellings in the immediate lead up to final completion.
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3.4

Service stations

Figure 10 Population growth by suburb relative to total population growth
At present Weston Creek is served by a single service station located in the Group Centre. It is highly
unlikely that any former service stations located at Local Centres within Weston Creek will re-establish in the
short to medium term, if at all. The nearest alternative service stations are located in Woden, Tuggeranong
and Belconnen.
A single service station site of 1,200-2,000m² has been reserved in and will be delivered as part of the
Molonglo Valley Principal Group Centre. The timeframe for delivery will be circa 10+ years.
The location of existing nearby service stations is set out below. We have adopted the approximate location
of the Molonglo Principal Group Centre for measurement purposes.
Figure 11 Location of nearby Service Stations
Location

Operator

Distance from Molonglo principal
Group Centre

Weston Creek
Weston Creek – 49 Brierly Street
As a consequence of proposed housing typologies, the population is expected to be characterised by large

2.3km

Belconnen

proportions of young people with young singles and couple households moving into the area as first time

Hawker -20 Springvale Drive

Coles Express

8.5km

home buyers or renters of higher density dwellings. Apartments are expected to feature prominently in the

Macquarie - Crn Bowman and Redfern

BP

7.7km

Caltex

9.6km

rental market with up to 72% of all apartments tenured on a rental basis. In contrast the majority of
separate houses (72%) are likely to be either fully owned (23%) or owned with a mortgage (49%).
Professional people and managers will be increasingly represented in Molonglo Valley, in line with the

3.3

Caltex

Streets
Ross Smith Crescent, Scullin

broader ACT and Weston Creek demographic. This may be influenced by the higher proportion of younger

Woden

people and while collar workers and those living alone.

Curtin – 17 Strangeways St

Coles Express

2.8km

Phillip – 166 Melrose Drive

BP

4.6km

Caltex

6.5km

Other development of note
Molonglo Valley will likely exert a draw beyond its boundaries as a consequence of significant community

Tuggeranong
Kambah – 3 Marconi Crescent

and recreational infrastructure developed in the area.
The Molonglo River Park will provide a recreational setting and extension to the Canberra Nature Park
based on its special gorge landscape qualities. The Molonglo River Park may draw from a broader
catchment, particularly in initial stages due to its novelty value.
A major Molonglo Aquatic Sports and Recreation Centre is proposed in Molonglo, and will deliver a 350m²
gym, 25 and 50m swimming pools, play pools and wave pools, community space, health space and
rehabilitation space, restaurant and retail suites, and administration space with a total area of 11,000m² +
GFA. The catchment will extend beyond the Molonglo Valley to include Weston Creek, with a total
population of 81,000 persons. The feasibility study for the Sports and Recreation Centre also identifies a
secondary catchment extending to the boundaries of Woden, with a total population of 32,000.
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Figure 12 Location of the nearest existing and proposed service stations
(Note – the approximate location of the Molonglo Principal Group Centre is identified in blue, the
approximate location of the six sites the subject of this report is identified in yellow, and nearby existing
service stations identified in red).
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4.3

4. Consultation Summary
4.1

Consultation with Environment and Sustainable Development Directorate
(ESDD)
A meeting was held with representatives of ESDD on 7 November with subsequent email correspondence
which confirmed:-

Consultation Strategy
A copy of the consultation strategy is presented at Appendix A.

•

Development in the Molonglo Valley was occurring in line with prior documentation.

•

The intent to release a petrol station site as part of Molonglo Stage 2 Group Centre, with an
4

assumed site requirement of approximately 1200-2000m² with a minimum site dimension of 3040m.

Following advice from ESDD, it was determined that consultation with the Weston Creek Community (as
represented by the Weston Creek Community Council) should only occur once a preferred site has been

•

selected from a technical and economic feasibility assessment, and that consultation should be integrated

Molonglo catchments, provides the best access off Kirkpatrick Street and provides opportunities for

into other ongoing consultation processes. Consequently the Weston Creek Community Council was not

the passive surveillance of the adjoining park and ride facility.

directly approached as part of this project.
The following commentary provides a summary of the most pertinent points raised through consultation.
Further details have been integrated into Section 6.

Site D is the most preferred site as it provides the best location for both Weston Creek and

4.4

Consultation with NoWaste
A series of telephone calls and emails with representatives of NoWaste confirmed that co-location of a

4.2

Consultation with Service Station Operators

service station with a Recycling Drop Off Centre (RDOC) was considered a feasible option and that NoWaste

A copy of the materials distributed to Service Station operators is presented at Appendix B.
were thereafter contacted by telephone.

NoWaste confirmed that the site selection criteria identified in the 2011 CBRE Report title ‘site selection –

would support a proposal pending expert advice, including that from the ACT Fire Brigade. In addition,
Consultees

New RDOC Sites Molonglo/Weston Creek’ remain current. Pertinent requirements extracted from this
report are presented below:-

Discussions confirmed that local traffic volumes were the most important factor contributing to site
selection, and that operators would look to secure a site able to sell 1 million litres per month (12 million
litres per annum). Consultees indicated that operators would consider a site within a partially developed
catchment, provided future development able to deliver required sales was assured. Consultees advised a
range of minimum site areas, with most suggesting a minimum site area of between 2500 and 3000m² for a
service station. A site of this size would be able to deliver between 200 and 250m² of internal space, of
which at least 150m² would comprise dedicated retail floor space with the remainder accommodating back
of house services. All consultees were unanimous in their assessment of retail floor space requirements,
citing 130-150m² as desirable. While co-location with a fast food outlet was considered favourably, it was
not considered to be an essential site attribute. Co-location with an RDOC was not opposed and would be
considered on its merits.

•

The standard template for an RDOC requires 1222m² site area, with minimum width of 26m and
depth of 47m.

•

No less than 26m road frontage should be available.

•

The RDOC should preferably have frontage to a nominated arterial road. Alternatively the site must
be located within 200m of a nominated arterial road.

•

Ideally the site will maintain dual frontage to separate roads, allowing through traffic.

•

The site must be able to accommodate necessary surveillance, lighting, signage and fencing, and
must have access to utilities.

NoWaste advised that existing RDOCs collect approximately 4000 tonnes of waste per year each.

Consultees confirmed that a service stations tend to operate using 50,000 litre tanks (one per fuel line

Consequently the integration of an RDOC would not trigger the requirement for an EIS pursuant to

offered) with a view to maintaining a five day stock at any one time. A future service station was therefore

Schedule 4.2.10 of the Planning and Development Act.

very unlikely to include a storage facility with capacity greater than 500kL at one time, avoiding a trigger

In addition, NoWaste flagged the potential for asbestos dumping (typically insulation materials by home

from an EIS pursuant to Schedule 4.2.6 of the Planning and Development Act.

renovators who mistake it for paper based insulation) and fires at RDOCs . If asbestos dumping occurs, the

Consultees indicated a preference for a site along Cotter Road, but acknowledged that direct frontage was

materials are immediately isolated and the site closed. The risk of fires could be managed by the installation

not essential. Consultees confirmed that passing traffic would soon become accustomed to exiting from the

of suitable separation; namely a wall constructed between the RDOC and service station. Nevertheless this

main road to access a service station.

poses a risk towards the uninterrupted operation of a service station.

4

Consultation with service station operators and a comparison with other existing service station sites in the ACT suggests that this may not be

sufficient.
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4.5

Consultation with Community Services Directorate (CSD)

•

The potential to integrate a fast food outlet as part of the land release, and the impact of this on
land values.

Discussions with a representative of CSD confirmed that CSD, in conjunction with Disability ACT, own and
operate a number of dwellings on Kirkpatrick Street for high need individuals.

There are no proposals to

relocate these dwellings as development in the Molonglo Valley progresses. CSD confirmed that for all
intents and purposes these dwellings can be considered as typical residential dwellings, and that compliance
with normal requirements that exist under the Territory Plan and other related policies, guidelines and
standards regarding the siting of service stations would satisfy Housing ACT.

4.6

Consultation with TAMS (TAMS)
In line with the consultation strategy, contact with TAMS was deferred until Site A had been identified as a

4.8

Consultation with Crown lessee and occupiers of Block 1212 Weston Creek
Block 1212 Weston Creek is a large CFZ Community Facility zoned block accessed from Kirkpatrick Street.
The site is currently National Land by virtue of its use by the Australian Defence College under sublease
from the Crown Lessee, Centuria.
The site is currently utilised as an educational establishment. Educational activities are contained within a
series of buildings located on the western half of the site, set back from the Kirkpatrick Street frontage.
Buildings are largely obscured from public view due to the topography of the site (which slopes down from
Kirkpatrick Street) and existing vegetation. The eastern half of the site is landscaped, with some outdoor

potentially preferred site. Site A is currently occupied by a TAMS depot.

recreational facilities (volleyball and tennis courts) positioned near the road boundary. A natural floodway

Representatives of TAMS advised that the existing horticultural maintenance and cleaning depot was fast

travels through this area to the Molonglo River to the north.

becoming insufficient for emerging needs, and that existing functions would need to be relocated in the

Figure 13 Existing development on Block 1212 Weston Creek, with natural floodway identified in red

near future. TAMS advised no objection to the use of this site for a service station subject to identification
and delivery of a suitable alternative site for the relocation of the existing horticultural maintenance and
cleaning depot. TAMS also advised that a proposal for the relocation of the existing depot had been
submitted to the ACT Property Group. Multiple attempts to contact the ACT Property Group to verify this
and to check on the progress and likelihood of this occurring were unsuccessful.

4.7

Consultation with Economic Development Directorate (EDD)
Sports and Recreation Service
Discussions with the representative for Sport and Recreation Service confirmed the following points:•

An archery facility is located on Site A, just south of the TAMS depot. The lease expires in March
2017. At present there are no plans to relocate. While the archery facility could conceivable be
relocated to accommodate higher policy goals, this would be dependent on an acceptable
alternative site being identified.

•

There are no identified conflicts arising from the location of Site B and C, except with regard to the
existing community garden use located on Site C. The community garden is not administered by
Sport and Recreation Service.

•

There are no issues regarding Sites D, E and F.

Land Release, Direct Sales, and Infrastructure and Capital Works
A meeting held with representatives of EDD was held on 18 November 2013. Discussions focused on:•

The appropriateness of Site D, with particular regard to the opportunity costs of not developing this
site for residential purposes.

•

The location of Site E, and the potential for this to be repositioned further west and to have egress
onto the Tuggeranong Parkway slip road.
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Consultation with Australian Defence College

environmental protection standards.

ADC have advised no objection to Sites A, B, C or F (locations preferred in that order) but have raised
concerns with sites D and E. Items of concern are identified and responded to below:Issue

Response

The presence of a busy petrol station within direct line of

Assuming Site D is positioned immediate adjacent the

sight of the ADC (educational facilities, library and college

existing intersection with Cotter Road (ie, as close as

management) may have detrimental effects on education

possible to Block 1212), Site D will be located a minimum

outcomes (through noise and privacy).

of 100m from the nearest buildings on Block 1212.
Separation distances will increase the further west Site D
is located, and screening will be provided by existing
topography and landscaping. Depending on its location,
Blocks 671, 672, 673 and 1155 will provide additional
buffer.

Hazard mitigation

measures including bunding can be integrated though
design.
The LDA have not provided a Traffic Management Plan

This

which is a key issue in determining the most suitable

appropriate location in response to a number of criteria.

study

is

location. As such, it is difficult to make a considered and

ADC were not asked to advise the most appropriate

informed decision about the most appropriate location for

location,

the development.

commentary on any potential constraints associated with

rather

focused

they

on

were

determining

requested

the

to

most

provide

any of the proposed sites.
Whilst ADC-W is not averse to a petrol station within

This

study

is

focused

on

determining

the

most

proximity of the site, the proposed options need to be

appropriate location in response to a number of criteria.

properly and thoroughly risk assessed. As such, this cannot

Further investigations will occur once a preferred site has

be undertaken with the limited information provided by

been selected.

the LDA.

Site E will be located no less than 120m from the nearest
building on Block 1212, and 180m from the nearest
building used for educational purposes.

Consultation with Centuria

The surrounding area will be developed for residential

Centuria has endorsed comments provided by ADC. In addition they have advised that they consider Site C

purposes. The impact of a service station operation on

to be the best location and confirmed that they do not support Site E. Centuria has not separately

the ability of ADC to deliver education outcomes on Block

substantiated these comments nor explained the rationale or expertise that has led to these conclusions.

1212, given the separation distances involved and
anticipated future surrounding development, is unlikely to
be significant.
ADC on occasions has formal activities on the quadrangle

The quadrangle is centrally located on Block 1212, located

which may be impacted by the noise generated by Option

200m from the eastern boundary of Block 1212 and is

E.

enclosed on three sides by existing buildings. While the
open side of the quadrangle faces towards Site E, the
noise impact of a service station is unlikely to be
significant given the distances involved and within the
context of ambient traffic noise generated by the
Tuggeranong Parkway and Cotter Road.

Option E abuts recreation facilities of the college which is

The nearest tennis court is setback approximately 70m

likely to mean the use of those facilities would significantly

from the eastern boundary which is well landscaped with
mature trees. The purported impact of a service station

decrease

on Site E on the use of existing recreational facilities is
unsubstantiated.
As petrol stations generate a significant amount of
customer

litter it

is

expected

that

any

This is a site management issue.

co-location

would result in litter being blown into ADC grounds - a
place where

senior

international

visitors

regularly brief Australian and international students
Options D and E would involve disrupted access to ADC-W

It is unclear how a service station in these locations would

(especially during peak hours) and would put unacceptable

disrupt access to Block 1212.

additional risks on property and personnel through

either sufficiently developed or capable of upgrading to

the presence of oil tankers, other vehicular traffic, and the

accommodate tanker deliveries without compromising

potential for fuel spills/explosions etc.

road safety or access. Service stations are required to
adhere

to

all

statutory

The local road network is

requirements,
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Importantly, surveyed service stations maintain a minimum dimension of approximately 40m. Consultation
has confirmed a requirement for a 35m road frontage to enable access by 19m tankers. We have been

5. Service Station Models
5.1

advised that 19m tankers have been adopted as the standard servicing fleet by existing operators. On this
basis a minimum dimension of 40m is recommended.

Comparison of existing ACT Service Stations

5.2

Colocation with fast food restaurants

We have, for comparison purposes to inform later discussion, undertaken a comparison of several existing
service stations in the ACT. These have been selected at random and therefore do not provide a

Following consultation with EDD Land Release, Direct Sales, and Infrastructure and Capital Works, the scope

comprehensive review of all models available.

of this project was altered to consider the co-location with a fast food restaurant. The Epic/Federal Highway

Figure 14 Comparison of existing service stations

service station provides a very recent example of an integrated service station and fast food restaurant
model in Canberra, located adjacent to an arterial road. Consequently it can be adopted as an up to date

Site Location

Services offered

Site Area

Approx dimensions

model.

Epic/Federal Highway (Part Block 429

Service station (refer

2544m²

44m x 60m

Gungahlin) (refer to Figure 13)

section 4.2 for further

Figure 15 – Combined Service Station and Fast Food Restaurant (Epic/Federal Highway, Block 429
Gungahlin)

2890m²

55m x 48m

commentary)
Crn Gundaroo Drive and Ginn Street

Service station and fast

Gungahlin (6/23 Gungahlin)

food

Crn Gundaroo Drive and Ginn Street

Service station

2200m²

Federal Highway (13/75 Watson)

Service station

4227m²

64m x 64m

Cape/Badham/Wooley

Street

Service station

2952m²

58m x 75m

Street,

Service station

2855m²

76m x 38m

5

43m x 41m

Gungahlin (1/18 Gungahlin)

Dickson (9/31 Dickson)
Antill/Badham/Woolley

6

Dickson (2/32 Dickson)

Consultation with ESDD indicated an intent to release a petrol station site as part of the Molonglo Stage 2
7

Principle Group Centre, with an assumed site requirement of approximately 1200-2000m² and a minimum
dimension of 30-40m.
A preliminary comparison of existing ACT service stations, combined with information provided by
operators during consultation, suggest that the area reserved for a service station in the Molonglo Valley
principal Group Centre may need to be increased to circa 2500-3000m².
5

Part of 1/18 Gungahlin is occupied by an auto repair dealer however this is clearly distinguished from the service

station activity.
6

Part of 2/32 Dickson is occupied by a fast food outlet and retail development. These uses are clearly

distinguished from the service station activity.
7

Consultation with service station operators and a comparison with other existing service station sites in the ACT

suggests that this may not be sufficient.
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To broadly summarise the Epic/Federal Highway service station is located across two separate blocks. Both
blocks were developed as part of a single development, and while uses are contained in separate parts of
the site, they share access and egress provisions. Car parking is defined and allocated to each use Figure
13 illustrates the positioning of uses across the site, including the position of the block boundary. From this

Figure 17 An example of the integrated model (6/23 Gungahlin)

we have estimated the following areas for the respective uses:•

Service Station

2,544m²

•

Fast Food Restaurant

2,457m²

•

Total

5,001m²

We understand that this model is preferred over and above an integrated co-location model, exemplified by
the existing Shell service station and Hungry Jacks restaurant located at the corner of Gundaroo Drive and
Ginn Street Gungahlin (6/23 Gungahlin). The integrated model sees both a service station and fast food
restaurant sharing a single building, parking and associated services. We understand that this model is less
preferred by operators but is workable. The Gungahlin example successfully operates on a site area just
under 3000m².

5.3

Colocation with an RDOC
The site location criteria associated with an RDOC are discussed in the 2011 CBRE Report titled ‘site
selection – New RDOC Sites Molonglo/Weston Creek’.
In general terms, most site location criteria are comparable to those expressed by service station operator
consultees – namely visibility, road frontage and access, and ability to service a catchment. Importantly, an
RDOC has a minimum site requirement of slightly over 1200m².

5.4

Determining an appropriate site area
For the purpose of further analysis we have adopted the following site requirements, assuming that where
co-location is considered, co-location occurs either with a fast food restaurant or an RDOC, and not both.
Figure 16 Site Area requirements
Service Station

Fast Food

RDOC

Service Station

2500-3000m²

5000m²

3700-4200²

Fast Food

5000m²

2500m²

N/A

RDOC

3700-4200m²

N/A

1200m²

Please note that because of the late change of scope to consider co-location of a fast food restaurant with a
service station, and initial uncertainties regarding the appropriateness of co-locating an RDOC with a service
station, Indesco’s site analysis has been based on a 3000m² single purpose service station site. However,
the integrated model for co-location with a fast food restaurant demonstrates that this is achievable.
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•

Service station and RDOC

4200m²

No significant objection from Government entities

6. Site assessment

Sites that Government entities have raised significant objection to have been excluded from further
consideration.

This section summarises the key characteristics of each of the six sites and provides our preliminary
assessment. Please note that this section draws on the Indesco Site Selection Investigation report presented
at Appendix C.

6.2

Site A – South west corner of Streeton and Dixon Drives

Title details

6.1

Key considerations influencing site assessment
The following considerations have influenced the individual site assessments presented in this section:Ability to serve both the Weston Creek and Molonglo Valley Catchments
The Weston Creek catchment is fully developed whereas the Molonglo Valley catchment is in its infancy.
Nevertheless it is essential from a community, political and operator viewpoint that the service station be

17/45 Holder

18/45 Holder (AKA Block 22)

Block Area

5516m²

3.7080ha

Land Status

Unleased Territory Land

Leased Territory Land

TAMS – Public Places – Municipal

ACT Government

Licence Misc. ID 2019

Sublease to Weston Valley Archery Club for whole

Site and Crown lease details

Land

Custodian/Crown

Lessee
Licences/Interests

of land, expiring on 28/02/2017

located in a position where it can serve both catchments. While operators indicated that customers would
be happy to turn off to access a service station, a position on or in very close proximity to Cotter Road was
strongly preferred.

Crown lease purpose clause

N/A

Enables the use of the land for any purpose
permitted by the Territory Plan.

This clause is

Directly accessible and visible from a high volume arterial road

typical of Crown leases issued to the ACT

While not essential to service station operators, locating a site with direct access and visibility from a high

relied on in the event the lease is transferred to a

Government, and this purpose clause cannot be

volume arterial road serving both catchments was preferred.
No major infrastructural encumbrances
Sites with significant infrastructure encumbrances were excluded from further consideration.

private party
Other crown lease features

N/A

Concessional lease for the term of Crown lease

Existing land use

The site is currently occupied by a TAMS depot

The site is used as an archery facility by the

comprising

Weston Valley Archery Club under sublease.

several

small

buildings

with

an

Available for development – no uses requiring relocation

outdoor storage area. Buildings are setback from

Sites that are currently available for development, without the need to relocate existing activities, have been

Dixon Drive by existing vegetation.

the Streeton Drive frontage and screened from

preferred.

Territory Plan controls

Consistency with the existing Planning context

Territory Plan zone

PRZ2 Restricted Access Recreation

PRZ2 Restricted Access Recreation

Overlays

Nil

Nil

None of the sites identified maintain a land use zone that permits the establishment of a service station, and

Territory Plan Assessable use

No – Minor Territory Plan variation required

No –Minor Territory Plan variation required

consequently all sites will require a Territory Plan amendment to either alter the underlying zone or to

Easements

No

Yes – sewer and stormwater, located away from

Topography

Approx 4m gradual fall across site from north-

the Streeton and Dixon Drive intersection
Approx 5m fall across the site from south-

east to south-west.

east/east to north-west. Majority of slope is

introduce service station as a site specific assessable use within a precinct code.
For sites subject to a Future Urban Overlay, a Territory Plan amendment may be effected through a technical
variation. The timeframe and resource costs associated with a technical variation are far less than those

gradual, steeper as the site drops away from

associated with a minor Territory Plan variation. Consequently, sites requiring a technical variation have

Streeton Drive on the eastern boundary.

been preferred.

Outcomes of Consultation

Ability to deliver a service station, and ability to deliver co-location activities
Drawing on the analysis presented in section 4, we have adopted the following desirable site areas:-

Government entities

TAMS - The existing depot is unsuited for

EDD Sport and Recreation - Delivery of this site

emerging needs. It would be desirable to

would be dependant on the identification and

relocate, subject to the identification and delivery

delivery of suitable alternative archery site.

•

Standalone service station

3000m²

of a suitable alternative depot site.

•

Service station and fast food restaurant

5000m²

ACT NOWaste - This site was identified as a
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Operators have confirmed that the orientation of the site relative to the road frontages and probable access points could prove

priority RDOC site by the 2011 CBRE report
Operators

Site appears to be well located to service Weston Creek but not ideal for the emerging, and potentially
far larger catchment population in the Molonglo Valley.

problematic.
The existing land use zone would require a minor Territory Plan Variation to facilitate the proposed use, potentially delaying delivery.

The configuration, relative to road boundaries, does not appear to be ideal.
Servicing and infrastructural constraints (refer to Indesco Site Selection Investigation report for full details)
Major Constraints

Nil

Minor Constraints

Existing trees

Figure 18 Aerial illustrating potential 5000m²+ site adjacent existing uses
Note – Archery facilities broadly identified by red box

Existing land uses to be relocated
Trunk sewer main across corner of 18/45 Holder – site boundaries would need to be adjusted
accordingly
Site re-grading and a retaining wall would be required
Telstra Fibre Optic cable would need to be relocated
A recently constructed shared path on the site would need to be relocated
Vehicle Access Options

Dual access from Streeton and Dixon Drives
Potential for median break in Streeton Drive

Availability, acquisition and delivery costs
Land availability and

Potentially available for nil acquisition costs, but

Potentially available post 2017 for nil acquisition

acquisition

would be offset by the need to find a

costs. This would be partially offset by the need

replacement depot site.

to find a replacement site for the existing archery
facility.

Delivery Costs

$178,000 to $300,000

Analysis
Both blocks are currently utilised, although existing uses are inefficient and of low value within an urban context. TAMS have
expressed a desire to relocate the existing depot on 17/45 Holder to a more suitable site and would support proposals that would
achieve this outcome. The existing archery club occupies approximately 30% of 18/45 Holder, and appears to be configured in a
manner which would enable the delivery of a sufficiently sized site with frontage to Streeton Drive without relocating the existing
facilities. The existing sublease to the archery club expires in 2017, and consequently the site could be delivered for development in a
relatively short timeframe with comparatively low capital expenditure.
While Government entities have indicated that the delivery of Site A relies on the identification and delivery of suitable alternative sites,
thereby necessitating further site selection processes, it may be possible to secure a suitably sized site without significantly
encroaching on existing uses. Figure 15 comprises an aerial photograph of the site, identifying a potential 5000m²+ site capable of
accommodating a service station co-located with either an RDOC or fast food restaurant. This site has been previously identified as a
preferred site for an RDOC.
Indesco’s investigations have suggested that the north eastern corner may need to be chamfered to avoid existing services, which is
not ideal from a visibility and site layout perspective. Trees are likely to be a constraint, as is the fall between Streeton Drive and the
site boundary. Sufficient dimensions can be achieved along Streeton Drive, but not Dixon Drive , unless the TAMS Depot is relocated.
The site fails to deliver the maximum potential benefit to both the Weston Creek and Molonglo Valley catchments. In locating a
service station on Streeton Drive, the ability to service Molonglo Valley traffic is diminished. Visibility is also compromised by existing
verge vegetation.
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6.3

Site B – North west corner of Streeton and Dixon Drives, and Site C – South
west of junction of Streeton Drive and Cotter Road

Availability and acquisition costs

Sites B and C are located on the same block of land and share many of the same characteristics.

Analysis

Consequently both sites are dealt with here.

Indesco’s preliminary investigations identified the presence of significant trunk infrastructure across Site B, and difficulties in achieving

Title details

access to Site C. This, combined with Government consultee’s objection to the use of this site and the existing licence arrangements

3/47 Holder

over the site until 2020, resulted in a decision to remove this site from further consideration.

Site and Crown lease details
Block Area

31414m²

Land Status

Unleased Territory Land

Land

Custodian/Crown

Not considered due to the early identification of major site constraints precluding the site’s delivery as a service station.

TAMS – Vacant (other) Municipal

Lessee
Licences/Interests

Licence ID 2182 and 2183 to Canberra Organic Growers Society over part of the Block until 30/04/2020

Crown lease purpose clause

NA

Other crown lease features

NA

Existing land use

Community Gardens

Territory Plan controls
Territory Plan zone

NUZ3 Hills Ridges and Buffers

Overlays

Nil

Territory Plan Assessable use

No – Minor Territory Plan Variation required

Easements

No
Approx 5.5m fall across site from east to west. Western side of block appears steep with the remainder

Topography

of the site gradual as it nears Streeton Drive.

Outcomes of Consultation
Government entities

ESDD – site not supported due to potential impact on the existing community gardens and possible
expansion thereof.

Operators

Not discussed with operators due to the early identification of infrastructural constraints and
Government entity objection precluding its delivery as a service station.

Servicing

Site B

Site C

Major Constraints

Electrical and telecommunications services across

Telecommunication services across the site

the site
Stormwater channel and overland flow path across
the site

Trunk sewer mains to the west of the site
Vehicle access constraints

Truck water and sewer mains across the site
Minor Constraints

Existing trees

Existing trees

Existing land use

Existing land use
Relocated gas main

Vehicle Access Options

Dual access from Streeton and Dixon Drives

Access not possible from Cotter Road
Access difficult from Streeton Drive due to
proximity to the intersection
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Vehicle Access Options

Access from Kirkpatrick Street. Upgrade of street would be required.
Additional traffic studies would be required

6.4

Availability, acquisition and delivery costs

Site D – Kirkpatrick Street

Title details

As unleased Territory Land, Site D is available at low net cost for service station development. While there will be some opportunity

Block 1218 Weston Creek District

cost associated with the consequential inability to deliver the site for residential development, this will be moderated by the relative
value of the site for residential purposes. The proximity of this land to the Cotter Road, with its future traffic volumes, will serve to limit
residential amenity in this area.

Site and Crown lease details
Block Area

112886m²

Land Status

Unleased Territory Land

Land Custodian/Crown Lessee

TAMS – Vacant (Other) Environment

Licences/Interests

NA

Crown lease purpose clause

NA

Other crown lease features

NA

Existing land use

Vacant land pending development in line with the North Weston Concept Plan.

Refer to detailed site feasibility analysis for further consideration.
Analysis
Site D has been identified as a highly preferred site. It is not constrained by significant infrastructure. While servicing is required, this
can be integrated to future servicing for the surrounding development. Being unleased Territory Land in an area identified for urban
development, it is easily and quickly available without the need for minor Territory Plan variation. Rather the existing FUA overlay lends
itself to a technical amendment. It is able to be accessed from Kirkpatrick Street but maintains a good visual profile from Cotter Road.

The North Weston Concept Plan indicates the delivery of residential development
in this location, but also the delivery of CZ5 zoned land for mixed use purposes to
the western end of Kirkpatrick Street.

Site D is sufficiently sized to enable all co-location options. The high level of visibility would likely appeal to a fast food restaurant. Site
D would likely satisfy key RDOC site location requirements.

Territory Plan controls
Territory Plan zone

RZ1

Overlays

Future Urban Overlay

Territory Plan Assessable use

No – Territory Plan variation required. Because of existing FUA overlay, TPV can
occur as a technical amendment.

Easements
Topography

Figure 19 View across Site D towards Cotter Road
Note the steep slope adjacent Cotter Road, with a more gentle slope across the remainder of the site

Nil
Slightly steeper block falling from the north-east corner to the western corner.
While there is a steep fall along Cotter road, the rest of the site maintains a more
gentle grade.

Outcomes of Consultation
Government entities

ESDD – Site D is the only site expressly supported by Transport Policy for the
following reasons:-

proximity to park and ride facility located on Kirkpatrick Street.

-

Maintains access from both directions via the signalised intersection at
Kirkpatrick Street/Cotter Road

-

Site provides a mutually supporting opportunity for people to do
‘quick shopping’ in the future CZ5 area as well as the park and ride

-

Provides passive surveillance of the park and ride

EDD – preferred site but need to consider opportunity costs associated with the
non-delivery of residential development in this location.
Operators

A highly preferred site due to location able to serve both Weston Creek and
Molonglo Valley catchments, with good visibility along Cotter Road.

Servicing
Major Constraints

Nil

Minor Constraints

Hydraulic infrastructure: no stormwater in close proximity
Site re-grading and retaining wall would be required
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Figure 20 View across Site D towards Cotter Road and intersection with Streeton Drive
Note sweeping views towards the site available for east bound traffic on Cotter Road

Territory Plan Assessable use
Easements
Topography

No – Because of existing FUA overlay, TPV can

No – Because of existing FUA overlay, TPV can

occur as a technical amendment.

occur as a technical amendment.

Sewer easement
Approx 7m fall across selected portion of the

No
Approx 5m fall across the selected portion of the

block for the proposed petrol station. Fall from

block for the proposed service station. Fall from

south-east corner to north-west corner. Constant

south-east to north-west corner. Southern

fall across site.

portion of site relatively flat, steeper towards the
north.

Outcomes of Consultation
Government entities

ESDD – Only services traffic from one direction
EDD – request to consider egress via connection to the existing Tuggeranong Parkway slipway

Operators

Considered to be a preferred site due to its proximity to Cotter Road and Tuggeranong Parkway.

Servicing and infrastructural constraints (refer to Indesco Site Selection Investigation report for full details)
Major Constraints

Hydraulic infrastructure – no storm water, water, sewer infrastructure in close proximity
Location/levels – site approximately 5m below Cotter Road level

Minor Constraints

Existing trees

Vehicle Access Options

Access from Kirkpatrick Street. Upgrade of street would be required
Additional traffic studies would be required

Availability, acquisition and delivery costs
Land availability and

Potentially available for nil acquisition costs, depending on remaining term of licence and area to be

acquisition

extracted.

Delivery Costs

$2,830,000-$3,134,000

Analysis

6.5

Site E was identified as a preferred site by operators, mainly due to its proximity to Cotter Road and Tuggeranong Parkway. While

Site E – North of Cotter Road

ideally sited to service both catchments, Site E sits several metres below the Cotter Road carriageway. Consequently access would be
via Kirkpatrick Street. Opportunities for egress directly to the Tuggeranong Parkway have been explored (refer to Section 6) but are

Title details

B1210 Weston Creek District

78784m²

156296m²

The site requires servicing to enable its delivery. The absence of future surrounding development is such that costs of servicing will be
borne by this site alone.

Site and Crown lease details
Block Area
Land Status

Unleased Territory Land

Unleased Territory Land

TAMS-Vacant (Other)-Environment-Unleased

TAMS-Vacant (Other)-Environment-Unleased

Licences-Misc -ID 2549

Licences-Misc ID 2549

Crown lease purpose clause

N/A

N/A

Other crown lease features

N/A

N/A

Existing land use

Rural

Rural

Territory Plan zone

RZ1/PRZ1

RZ1/RZ4/PRZ1/NUZ3

Overlays

FUA

FUA

Land

Custodian/Crown

unlikely to prove workable due to local topography and the potential for traffic conflict. The change in topography limits site visibility

B1193 Weston Creek District

from all directions. High level signage may not be adequate in this instance.

The existing FUA overlay will assist in the timely delivery of this site.

Lessee
Licences/Interests

Territory Plan controls
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Figure 22 View westwards along Kirkpatrick Street from approximate entrance to Site E
Figure 21 Approximate location of Site E, viewed from Kirkpatrick Street
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remove this site from further consideration.

6.6

Site F – South of Cotter Road

Title details

22/83 Weston

Site and Crown lease details

6.7

Outcomes of Site Assessment
As a consequence of the above assessment, Sites B, C and F have been discounted.

Block Area

100374m²

Land Status

Unleased Territory Land

Site A is noted as a site with good potential; nevertheless it fails to deliver on the requirement to serve both

Land Custodian/Crown Lessee

TAMS-Vacant (Other)-Environment-Unleased

the Weston Creek and Molonglo Valley Catchments.

Licences/Interests

N/A

Crown lease purpose clause

N/A

Other crown lease features

N/A

Existing land use

Rural

Following discussions with EDD, it has been determined to progress Sites D and F to the commercial site
feasibility stage.

Territory Plan controls
Territory Plan zone

TSZ1, CFZ, PRZ1, NUZ3

Overlays

Pe Urban Open Space
Site comprises retired B17 S83 Weston which is subject to a heritage registrationCanberra's Main Outfall Sewer, Weston, Weston Creek & Yarralumla (notified
25/08/11 NI2011-496)

Territory Plan Assessable use

No – Minor Territory Plan variation required

Easements

No
Approx 7m fall across the selected portion of the block for the proposed service

Topography

station. Fall from south/south-west corner to north/north-east corner.

Outcomes of Consultation
Government entities

ESDD – Only services traffic from one direction

Operators

Considered to be a preferred site due to its proximity to Cotter Road and
Tuggeranong Parkway.

Servicing
Major Constraints

Trunk sewer mains – will restrict site dimensions and location
Vehicle access constraints

Minor Constraints

Heritage zone – may restrict servicing
Existing trees

Vehicle Access Options

Access from Cotter Road – Slip lanes/intersection required.

Availability, acquisition and delivery costs
Land availability and acquisition

Potentially available for nil acquisition costs

Delivery Costs

Not costed

Analysis
Indesco’s preliminary investigations identifies the presence of significant trunk infrastructure across Site F. This resulted in a decision to
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The site is adjacent to cotter road, yet the northern boundary is 7 metres lower than the Cotter road level.
Many existing services run through the northern side of the site including ICON, AAPT, Transact, Telstra, and

7. Modification of Site E
Site E was referenced as a preferred site by service station operator consultees, due to its proximity to both
Cotter Road and the Tuggeranong Parkway.
Site E, as located on the indicative site plan, is accessed via Kirkpatrick Street but is shown as having access

Stormwater lines.
The site overlaps adjacent Cotter Roads (1m) and Kirkpatrick Street (5m)
Scenario B
Option 4

from Cotter Road. While located on a relatively level piece of land, the local topography is such that the site

The site is located approx. 4 metres below the adjacent Cotter Road level on the northern boundary

sits several metres below the level of Cotter Road. Consequently access from Cotter Road will be difficult to

Several existing services run through the south side of the site.

achieve. It is also unlikely that the site would be visible from Cotter Road, even with high level signage.
Visibility from the Tuggeranong Parkway would be limited to south bound traffic. The view corridor
available would likely be too narrow for southbound traffic to choose to turn off onto Cotter Road to access

The site topography falls approx. 4 metres from SE to NW

Option 5

The site topography falls approx. 4 metres from south to north

the service station, unless already heading in this direction.

The site is located approx. 4 metres below the adjacent Cotter Road level on the northern boundary

While operator consultees indicated a preference for this site, it is notable that none of the consultees were

Many existing services run through the northern side of the site including ICON, AAPT, Transact, Telstra, and

familiar with the area, nor was any information regarding the topography of the locality provided.

Stormwater lines.

In light of this EDD requested consideration be given to repositioning Site E within the general vicinity, with

Option 6

a view to determining whether a more suitable site could be achieved.

The site is located approx. 6 metres below the adjacent Cotter Road level on the northern boundary.

We have undertaken some basic preliminary modelling based on two scenarios:•

Scenario A – the delivery of a 5000m²+ site

•

Scenario B – the delivery of a 3000m² site

These are illustrated and commented on below.

Figure 23 Summary of Options

The site topography falls approx. 6 metres from SE to NW

Many existing services run through the northern side of the site including ICON, AAPT, Transact, Telstra, and
Stormwater lines.
Option 7

The site topography falls approx. 7 metres from SW to NE
The site is located approx. 8 metres below the adjacent Cotter Road level on the northern boundary.
Many existing services run through the northern side of the site including ICON, AAPT, Transact, Telstra, and
Stormwater lines.

Scenario A
Option 1

Option 2

The site topography rises 2 metres from SE to NW, and then falls 4 metres in the NW corner

Irrespective of access and servicing issues, the existing topography of the area precludes the delivery of a

The site is located approx. 4 metres below the adjacent Cotter Road level on the northern boundary

site with direct frontage to Cotter Road. This is particularly the case for the area of land located between

Several existing services run through the south side of the site.

significant change in levels in this area would necessitate considerable earthworks and/or alternative

The site topography falls approx. 4 metres from south to north.
The site is adjacent to cotter road, yet the northern boundary is 4 metres lower than the Cotter road level.

supporting structures.
Consideration has also been given to the delivery of egress from Site E direct to the Tuggeranong Parkway.
Due to the extremely steep topography of land adjacent to the Tuggeranong Parkway, it would be difficult

Many existing services run through the northern side of the site including ICON, AAPT, Transact, Telstra, and

to create access to the existing slipway without creating vehicular conflict. A small ‘window’ of land

Stormwater lines.

provides an opportunity to join the Tuggeranong Parkway, however vehicles egressing at this point would

The site overlaps adjacent Kirkpatrick Street (3m)

Option 3

Cotter Road and the eastern end of Kirkpatrick Street. While a 3000m² could ostensibly be provided, the

likely conflict with vehicles merging with Parkway traffic from the slipway. Further traffic studies are
required to determine whether this is feasible.

The site topography falls approx.6 metres from the SE & SW corners to the centre of the northern boundary.
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Figure 24 Scenario A

Figure 26 Local Topography (2004) with potential egress and area of conflict identified in red
Note While local topography immediately adjacent Cotter Road has altered as a consequence of road improvements, it has (if anything)
steepened. The connection of Kirkpatrick Street and Cotter Road(shown below) has since been removed. Topography to the north of the
alignment of Kirkpatrick Street has not significantly altered.

Figure 25 Scenario B
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8. Commercial Feasibility Analysis
The site selection process undertaken considered a total of six (6) sites (Sites A-F) as identified having
regard to the various issues such as:
•

Population projections and distribution;

•

Likely travel patterns; and

•

Physical attributes/constraints

•

Cost of servicing

•

The opportunity cost of an alternate use ie other than service station.

The final outcome of this process was that the Sites D and E were identified as the preferred sites. KFVC
have therefore limited our analysis to these two (2) sites and are required to prepare an assessment of the
likely market value achievable for each of these sites, assuming it was approved, serviced and available for
sale in today’s market as a vacant site.
Furthermore consideration is also required to assess the viability of additional uses such as a carwash,
mechanical workshop and fast food pad site. Finally the inclusion of a Recycling Drop Off Centre (RDOC) is
also to be considered. This advice will then be utilised by the LDA to prepare the relevant documentation
and approvals to allow a future land release of the preferred service station and possibly a fast food pad
site.

9. The Approach
In undertaking this feasibility analysis of the service station site, KFVC have had regard primarily to the town
planning outcomes and development potentials, as identified in the KFTP and Indesco Engineers reports in
regard to the cost associated with servicing each site. As such our market advice assumes that any rezoning
and site servicing has occurred.
In assessing the two (2) pre-selected sites, we have researched the market for service station sites within
both the ACT and elsewhere in Australia, in order to provide market advice of a likely value achievable for
the sites assuming they were made available for sale. Furthermore we have held discussions with operators
active in this sector of the property market within the ACT, NSW and elsewhere. Furthermore, we have been
requested by the LDA to provide advice around the opportunity cost should the preferred site be utilised for
an alternate use i.e. other than service station.
It should be noted this is preliminary advice only. It is likely that the market circumstances will change over
time and any such change could impact on the results achieved from the site.
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Figure 28 Photos of Sites D (Left) and E(right)

10. Site Details
The details of each site are yet to be defined, however from the information prepared by KFTP, we have
summarised the key features of each site as follows:
Figure 27 Site Summary
Key Details

Site D

Site E

Registered Crown Lessee

ACT Government

ACT Government

Title Details

Block 1218 Weston Creek

Block 1193 Weston Creek

Land Area

112,886m²

78,784m²

Current Zoning

RZ1

RZ1/PRZ1

Purpose Clause

Not yet defined

Not yet defined

Access

Kirkpatrick Street

North off Kirkpatrick Street

Site Servicing Costs

$1,735,000 to $2,489,000

$2,830,000 to $3,134,000

As can be seen from the site details provided, both sites are more than adequate in size to create a
standalone service station site and if necessary an area for a fast food pad site or other ancillary uses. For
the purpose of this advice we have assumed a service station site of minimum 2,500m² and if included a fast
food pad, site of approximately 1,500m². These areas will be subject to final survey and will depend on the
end users.
Site D provides an elevated site which is highly viable from the exiting Cotter Road alignment and the new
intersection with Kirkpatrick Street. Although there is some cross fall, part of the site could be benched to
cater for this development.
Site E provides an undulating site being below Kirkpatrick Street and falls to the rear northern boundary.
The access to this site via Kirkpatrick Street is restricted as is the visibility given it is situated well below the
Cotter road alignment and as such is less valuable and would be considered by the service station industry
as a far inferior site to Site D.
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The local market has undergone a period of significant consolidation over the past 10 – 15 years, with the

11. Market Overview

introduction of Woolworths and Coles who aligned with Caltex and Shell to provide voucher discounts into
the market rendering many of the traditional suburban centres unviable. Many of these suburban sites have
now been redeveloped to accommodate a range of alternate uses with the majority of suburban service

11.1 Australian Capital Territory (ACT) Economic Overview
The ACT has experienced strong population growth over recent years with this trend continuing in the year
to 30 September 2012 with a 2.0% increase in the population. The unemployment rate has shown a slight
decrease to May 2013 is currently at 4.1%, well below the national rate of 4.3%. The ANZ Newspaper Job
ads index decreased 30% the year to May 2013 indicating a large reduction in employer sentiment.

stations in the ACT now closed and many redeveloped for residential use.

The local market is currently characterised by a dearth of transactional activity, with our research indicating
a distinct lack of sales in recent years within the ACT. The most recent change to the Service Station Market
within the ACT has been the takeover of many Mobil Service Stations by 7-Eleven. However, there have very
limited examples of rebranded Mobil outlets to 7-Eleven facilities selling in the ACT.

Interest rate cuts, the most recent being in May 2013 are yet to show a measurable impact on the ACT
economy. Dwelling commencement numbers were down 14.6% for the year to December 2012 with
dwelling approvals showing an 11.4% reduction in year to April 2013. The Federal election in September
2013 continues to cast a shadow over the ACT economy with the property market showing little signs of
improvement with turnover of all residential properties down 6.5% in the year to April 2013, with the
weighted average price in the same period down 2.1%.

Competition
The Tuggeranong Valley, which has a population of circa 90,000 out of 352,000 for the ACT currently
accommodates ten (10) service stations, most of which are in Group Centres or located adjacent to
Drakeford Drive the main roadway through the valley. There are no service stations in local centes. Weston
Creek was developed earlier during the late 1960’s/1970’s most of these suburbs were developed with

The ACT Budget was announced in June 2013 and included revenue write-downs for the current and

Service Stations, however all but one in the Group Centre at Cooleman Court have now closed due to

forthcoming financial year, with an economic slowdown expected. The budget continues the Government

reduced fuel sales and change in retail patterns. Other nearby service stations include South Canberra sites,

Tax reform policy with lower stamp duty rates applying from June 2013, with rates to increase to offset lost

the closest being Shell at Deakin This has put significant pressure on the Caltex at Weston which is now

revenue. The First Home Buyers Grant has been increased from $7,500 to $12,500 for eligible properties

considered to be overtrading. We summarise these facilities in the following table:

and purchasers in an effort to stimulate the ailing construction and residential property markets. The

Figure 29 Existing sites

Government plans to save $142.5M over four years from the ACT Public Service, however has indicated this
will not come at the expense of staffing levels.
Local Government spending contractions over previous years mean there are no major projects planned in

Location

Brand

Distance from the Subject

the short term other than the $288M Majura Parkway upgrade and the $72M extension to John Gorton

Greenway

Shell

13.5km

Greenway

Caltex/Woolworths

13.5km

Kambah

Caltex

10km

Wanniassa

7-Eleven

14km

Wanniassa

Caltex/Woolworths

14km

Wanniassa

Shell

12km

Kambah

Caltex/Woolworths

8.5km

Conder

Caltex/Woolworths

18km

Calwell

Caltex

20km

Chisholm

BP

18km

Weston Creek

BP

2.5km

Deakin

Shell

5km

Drive, with the ability of the construction industry to absorb these workers upon completion coming into
question. Further investigative work on a light rail system between Gungahlin and the City has been
committed by the ACT Government; however funding options are considered limited at this point in time.
From a Federal perspective, with the change of Government in September 2013; the Coalition has promised
Federal public service job cuts of up to 12,000 staff which may result in approximately 3,800 job cuts within
the ACT (representing approximately 1.9% of total ACT employment). With many companies within the ACT
providing services to the Government, the flow on effects of such a reduction would further dampen
sentiment well into 2014 and possibly beyond. The ACT economy will remain in a state of flux until the
Liberal Government policies begin to take effect.

11.2 ACT Service Station Market Overview
The planned nature of Canberra’s suburbs historically led to most suburbs accommodating at least one
service station facility within its respective local shopping centre precinct. Such development was typically
supported by a range of community infrastructure, such as schools, child care centres and/or medical
centres, etc.
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If developed the subject would become one of only two service stations within the Weston Creek area, the
other being a nearby Caltex. While both facilities will occupy prime sites with easy ingress and egress, the
subject is considered to be a superior location with much greater levels of exposure and passing traffic,
which will only increase as Molonglo is developed.
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Figure 31 NSW Sales

12. Market Evidence
In undertaking this preliminary advice KFVC have researched market evidence of other service station sites
within the ACT and interstate as a guide to providing the level of value of the site/s.

Property

Sale Price

Sale Date

Site Area

Area

Core Yield

Sale Rate

CALTEX SERVICE STATION
172-174 PRINCES HIGHWAY
ALBION PARK RAIL NSW

$2,001,000

Oct 13

2,202m²

2,202m² Site
Area

7.99 %

$909

Upgraded Caltex service station with exposure to the Princes Highway.

As part of this evidence we have also had regard to the additional potentials of the site including:
•

Additional uses, such as carwash and mechanical workshops;

•

A fast food pad site; and

•

Possible development of a recycling depot (RDOC).

Upgraded Service Station Investment Renewed 5+5 Year Caltex Lease. Affordable service
station/convenience store. Caltex recently completed circa $500,000 upgrade. Last fuel stop
northbound before Heathcote (Sydney), 64kms away. Major exposure to 4 lane Southern
Freeway (circa 50,000 cars per day). Expanding Illawarra region close to Sydney. Adjacent to
Wollongong airport & opposite Baker's Delight & BWS. Caltex Australia pay outgoings except
land tax

Set out below is a summary of the sales considered in preparing this advice:

Comparison: Inferior site but highway location.

Figure 30 ACT Sales
Property

Sale Price

Sale Date

Site Area

Area

Core Yield

Sale Rate

96 SAWMILL CIRCUIT
HUME ACT

$3,200,000

Aug 12

5,000m²

5,000m² Site
Area

8.92 %

$640

A modern, purpose built unmanned high flow diesel facility completed in 2012. Improvements on
the site are modest and incorporate a large canopy with associated outbuildings. The Caltex facility
(and lease) encumber approximately 2,617m² of the 5,000 allotment, with the residual land
undeveloped and assessed on a vacant possession basis. We understand all improvements are
owned by the Lessor. The property represents an irregular shaped allotment with minimal frontage
to both Sawmill Circuit and Tralee Street providing for drive through vehicular access.

$1,240,000
May 12
3,372m²
3,372m² Site
5.69 %
$368
WOOLWORTHS PLUS
Area
SERVICE STATION
155-157 PRINCES HIGHWAY
ULLADULLA NSW
Vacant land. Improvements owned by Woolworths and under the lease provisions the tenant
is to remove all improvements including fuel tanks, and provide a certificate that the site is free
of contamination.
Sold by Burgess Rawson at auction as part of a portfolio sale. Purchased by Canberra
investor.
Comparison: Inferior site to subject.

Comparison: Similar size site but inferior industrial facility.

100 NEWCASTLE
STREET
FYSHWICK ACT

$3,650,000

Nov 09

2,765m²

2,765m² Site
Area

6.11

$1,320

10 LIMESTONE AVENUE
JERRABOMBERRA NSW

Apr 05

$1,000,000

May 05

3,261m² Site
Area

5.94 %

$307

Comparison: Inferior site to subject.

2,574m²

2,574m² Site
Area

8.1

$1,772

As can be seen there have been very limited sales activity within the ACT and no sales of vacant land apart

Purpose built service station building incorporating a shop of 280sqm, workshops of 330sqm and
canopy originally built in the 1970's and substantially upgraded in 1996 by Caltex on take up of
lease. Sold to interstate investor. Lessor liable for insurance
180 Katherine Avenue
Amaroo ACT

3,261m²

The site is improved with a Woolworths service station with all improvements owned by the
tenant. The property sold at auction subject to a leaseback until 2022, with further options
available at a passing net rent of $59,385 p.a. for the land only.

Comparison: Prime site comparable.
$4,560,000

Nov 10

An irregular shaped site situated adjacent to the Jerrabomberra Village Shopping Centre with
frontage to Limestone Drive.

The building provides a purpose built Shell Service Station building developed on a prime corner
site of 2765sqm. The site also incorporates a Hungry Jacks fast food outlet, open shop area,
amenities. The main building has an area of approx. 250sqm a canopy of approx. 360sqm. The
property was sold by public auction to a local investor who owns other service stations. At the date
of sale the property had a 10 year lease in place (approx. 9 to run) and the fast food premises are
under leased to Hungry Jacks

49 BRIERLY STREET
WESTON ACT

$1,000,000

2,809m²

2,809m² Site
Area

n/a

$356

from the earlier sale at Amaroo. There have also been limited vacant lands sales within surrounding NSW.
Based on the evidence outlined the land sales analysed indicate approx. $1,000,000 - $2,000,000 for what
are generally considered inferior sites to the subject property given the longer term development of
Molonglo. Site E is considered inferior and as such would not realise the same value as site D if offered for
sale in the open market.

Vacant service station site sold by public auction to a local developer.
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Again from our research there have been no recent sales and no sales of vacant fast food petrol sites. The

Figure 32 Fast Food Sales
Set out below is some recent evidence of fast food assets within the ACT although none are vacant sites.
Property

RED ROOSTER
53 RYLAH CRESCENT
WANNIASSA ACT

Sale Price

$1,290,000

Sale Date

Sep 09

Site Area

1,713m²

Area

Primary Core Yield
Use

1,713m² Site Area

Retail

Sale Rate

earlier sales of improved properties developed for fast food premises range in value from below $1,000,000
back in 2000 up to almost $2,000,000 in 2009 however these are for improved properties.
Based on our analysis of the improved sales and examples of the more recent commercial vacant land sales
within the ACT, a site value is the order of $750,000 - $1,000,000 is considered appropriate for the subject

unknown

$753

sites. Again Site E is considered inferior to site D for these ancillary purposes.

Purpose built Red Rooster fast food outlet. Sold as improved site, terms of sale unknown
Comparison: Inferior location
$1,020,000

Oct 02

1,713m²

1,713m² Site Area

Retail

unknown

$595

Purpose built Red Rooster fast food outlet. Sale terms unknown
Comparison: Earlier sale

1/108 EMU BANK
BELCONNEN ACT

$1,935,000

Jun 09

1,725m²

235m² GFA

Retail

7.15 %

$8,234

Purpose built Hungry Jacks building fast food outlet fronting Lake Ginninderra with on grade parking.
Sold with 12 year lease to Hungry Jacks commencing 1 July 2002 with annual increase of 3.5%pa
Comparison: Superior fast food location
$1,060,000

Nov 02

1,725m²

235m² GFA

Retail

10.09 %

$4,511

Purpose built Hungry Jacks building fast food outlet fronting Lake Ginninderra with on grade parking.
Sold as Going Concern due to lease to Hungry Jacks at $107000pa net
Comparison: Earlier sale

5 SOUNDY CLOSE
BELCONNEN ACT

$2,260,000

May 08

940m²

500m² GFA

Retail

6.00 %

$4,520

Former purpose built Pizza Hut building of 500sqm with on grade parking. Property presented in
poor condition with vacant possession. Located on lake Ginninderra. Sold with Vacant possession
and yield based on market parameters
Comparison: Superior fast food site
102 EMU BANK
BELCONNEN ACT

$946,850

Mar 00

4,431m²

692m² GFA

Retail

8.80 %

$1,368

Single level purpose built Sizzler restaurant with frontage to Lake Ginninderra. Sold on 5+5+5 year
lease based on $83540pa
Comparison: Earlier sale

103 HAWKER PLACE
HAWKER ACT

$1,588,000

Oct 99

2,519m²

248m² GFA

Retail

unknown

$6,403

Standalone purpose built fast food building developed for KFC in the mid 1980's with onsite parking
and drive through. Sale terms not known.
Comparison: Inferior location
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14. Highest and Best Use Assessment
Following on from the KFTP site selection report which analyses a total of six (6) sites, the shortlist Sites of D

13. Direct Comparison

and E have been reviewed by KFVC for the purpose of assessing the likely market value.

This approach identifies comparable sales on a dollar per square metre of site area, although this approach
is somewhat subjective, given the fact that the size, location and mix of potential uses, it will vary from site
to site. At this early stage direct comparison is considered the most appropriate method.
Having regard to this evidence, and review of the market parameters set out in this report we have adopted
a value range of $700 to $1,100/m² of site area depending on the end use of the site, it’s potential for other
ancillary uses, such as carwash, workshop and/or other uses. To this we have added the estimated value of

As outlined in this report we have also had regard to the likely value of the site and the potential to develop
ancillary/additional uses.
We now turn to the review of our analysis and our market evidence outlined in this report and consider the
following to provide the highest and best (optimum) value of each site assuming they are rezoned and fully
serviced.
Figure 33 Highest and Best value of Sites D and E

the fast food petrol site.
Site D

Site E

Service Station Site *

$2,500,000

$2,000,000

Fast Food Pad Site

$1,000,000

$750,000

Total Potential Value

$3,500,000

$2,750,000

Our calculations under this basis are as follows:

Direct Comparison Basis
Site D
Site Values
Value per square metre
Service Station site value

Fast Food pad site

2500

* includes carwash and workshop uses

$900

$1,000

$1,100

$2,250,000

$2,500,000

$2,750,000

$750,000

$1,000,000

$1,250,000

Direct Comparison Basis
Site E
Site Values
Value per square metre
Calculated Value
Fast Food pad site

2500
$700

$800

$900

$1,750,000

$2,000,000

$2,250,000

$500,000

$750,000

$1,000,000
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15. Opportunity Cost/Alternate Use

Division CRACE
Block 1
Section 64

KFVC have been specifically instructed to consider the opportunity cost of utilising either of the preferred
each site in order to assess the potential alternate uses, which we now summarise as follows:
Site D – Zoned RZ1: Future Urban Area

•

Site E – Zoned RZ1/PRZ1: Future Urban Area

Aug 13

3,054m²

1,985m² Max
GFA

15

Residential

$102,667

Vacant development site situated within a new residential estate. The site is a corner block with three street
frontages and is zoned RZ:3.

sites, D or E, for an alternate use. In considering this scenario, we have had regard primarily to the zoning of
•

$1,540,000

The block was originally sold in 2011 and has subsequently been resold. Site had commence and complete
clauses of 12 and 24 months respectively and it was a condition of the sale that the vendor extended these for
12 and 24 months respectively from the date of sale.
BLOCKS 1-36 SECTION 42

Based on our analysis, the highest and best alternate use of the subject sites, other than for service
station/fast food, would be to utilise the sites for medium density residential, however Site E may be limited

COOMBS ACT

due to its partial PZ1 zoning which may limit it to low order uses, and its proximity to the Tuggeranong
Parkway. Development of Site E for residential uses is unlikely in the absence of residential development on
Block 1212 Weston Creek (the Australian Defence College site).

$4,450,000

Jun 13

9,272m²

0.00m²

35

Residential

$127,143

Terrace pack of 35 single residential blocks sold after a request for tender process by the LDA. The blocks are
to form part of a community title development with rear lane and access to form part of the common property to
be constructed at the purchasers cost. All of the blocks are either 198m² or 199m² and are situated in lots of 5
and 6 blocks adjoining one another.
The LDA has indicated access to the site for construction will be available in late 2013.

In assessing the value of these lands, KFVC have researched sales of other residential sites assuming a future
urban outcome is possible and a summary of these sales is set out below:

Division COOMBS
Block 1-36
Section 45

$4,910,000

Apr 13

9,729m²

0.00m²

35

Residential

$140,286

Property

Sale Price

Sale Date

Site Area

Area

Yield

Primary Use

Sale Rate

Terrace pack of 35 single residential blocks sold after a request for tender process by the LDA. The blocks are
to form part of a community title development with rear lane and access to form part of the common property to
be constructed at the purchasers cost. All of the blocks are either 198m² or 199m² and are situated in lots of 5
and 6 blocks adjoining one another. Blocks 1-18 will have good views across a newly constructed pond.

LAWSON ACT

$4,160,000

Dec 13

5,610m²

4,488m² Max
GFA

39

Residential

$106,667

The LDA has indicated access to the site for construction will be available in late 2013.

Figure 34 Residential Sales

CASEY ACT
Rectangular vacant development site within a new residential subdivision. Based on the maximum yield
achievable the sale shows a density of 144m² per dwelling. Crown Lease permits a minimum of 22 and a
maximum of 39 dwellings in addition to a range of lower order commercial uses. Site has commence and
complete clauses of 24 and 36 months respectively.

$2,160,000

Apr 13

4,557m²

3,646m² Max
GFA

18

Residential

$120,000

Irregular shaped vacant block of land within a new good quality residential sub division. The site adjoins a
small park and the main thoroughfare through the estate. Site is zoned RZ:4 and shows a density of 253m²
per dwelling.

Sold by the LDA at auction. Site has no affordable housing requirement.
Sold over the counter.
Division COOMBS
Block 1-44
Section 5

$4,950,000

Nov 13

0.00m²

0.00m²

43

Residential

$115,116
CRACE ACT

43 dwelling terrace pack with a common property communal driveway. The package was sold in one line with
the purchaser required to construct all dwellings and the communal driveway under a community title
arrangement. All the terrace blocks are 199m² and have no affordable housing requirements.

$2,295,000

Feb 13

10,719m²

6,967m² Max
GFA

17

Residential

$135,000

Large vacant townhouse development site within a new residential estate. Site density based on the maximum
yield is 631m² per dwelling.

The terrace blocks have commence and complete clauses of 24 months and 36 months respectively with each
dwelling to be constructed to cost a minimum of $180,000.
Division COOMBS
Block 1-36
Section 6

$5,350,000

Nov 13

0.00m²

0.00m²

35

Residential

35 dwelling terrace pack with a common property communal driveway. The package was sold in one line with
the purchaser required to construct all dwellings and the communal driveway under a community title
arrangement. All the terrace blocks are 248m²or 249m² and have no affordable housing requirements.
The terrace blocks have commence and complete clauses of 24 months and 36 months respectively with each
dwelling to be constructed to cost a minimum of $180,000.
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A DA has since been lodged for the construction of a 17 dwelling townhouse development with a GFA of
2,846m². Each dwelling is to be detached with a double garage under the main roof line.

$152,857

93 BURRINJUCK
CRESCENT
DUFFY ACT

$1,600,000

Nov 12

1,545m²

1,257m² GFA

16

Residential

$100,000

Ex Duffy service station, sold after contamination removal completed. The original service station was
destroyed by the 2003 bushfire.
Sold with approved plans for 16 residential apartments with basement car parking. Three units may be used
for commercial uses if required.
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These sales indicate land values of $100,000 to in excess of $150,000 per townhouse/terrace house site for
predominantly greenfield locations based on approximately 300m² per townhouse/terrace site. This equates
to approximately 12 townhouses for which we apply the following values given their location, views and
location;
•

Site D – Zoned RZ1: Future Urban
12 sites @ $150,000 = $1,800,000

•

Site E – Zoned RZ1/PRZ1: Future Urban
12 sites @ $125,000 = $1,500,000

Assuming these outcomes were possible, the following could be viewed as the opportunity cost applicable
to each site.
Figure 35 Assessment of opportunity costs

Site D

Site E

Service Station Site *

$2,500,000

$2,000,000

Fast Food Pad Site

$1,000,000

$750,000

Total Potential Value

$3,500,000

$2,750,000

Less: Site servicing (mid-point)

$2,112,000

$2,982,000

Less: Opportunity cost

$1,800,000

$1,500,000

Net return to Territory

-$412,000

-$1,732,000

* includes carwash and workshop uses

Based on our preliminary research, KFVC consider that site D provides the superior site for the service
station, which is confirmed by our discussions with commercial service station operators and analysts.
Furthermore even taking into account the opportunity cost of developing the site for an alternate use the
net return to the ACT Government would be better than site E.
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16. Conclusion
In conclusion it can be seen from the above that Highest and Best (optimum) Use of the site for a potential
service station site to service Molonglo 1 and 2 as well as cater for additional requirements of the Weston
Creek community that Site D is regarded as the preferred site, due primarily to the following:
•

High visibility from Cotter Road;

•

Ease of accessibility off Cotter Road;

•

Better utilisation and access from the recently developed main intersection;

•

Suitably for a Fast Food Pad Site.

•

Lower servicing cost

•

Reduced opportunity cost

Furthermore even taking into account the opportunity cost of developing the site for an alternate use the
net return to the ACT Government would be better than site E.
It is likely that any sale of site D would be strongly contested by both owner occupier (eg Caltex, Shell) or by
local investors looking to secure a long term lease with major operator.
Given the dual purpose nature of the site it may be possible to sell the site as two (2) individual sites
allowing separate development of each and creating flexibility in the market place.
Finally we do not consider RDOC to have a commercial viable land value, however may been seen by the
LDA as an appropriate ancillary use in this location and could potentially be incorporated into such a
development.
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Appendix A
Consultation Strategy
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Site selection and commercial feasibility:
Petrol Station to service Molonglo Stages 1 and 2 and Weston Creek
Consultation Strategy
October 2013
Overarching Objective
This consultation strategy has been developed to ensure all stakeholders are identified and approached in
an appropriate manner and at an appropriate point in time to inform the site selection study.
Operator Consultees
General Objective
To identify the site characteristics future potential operators most highly value, to inform the multi criteria
assessment.
Mode of Consultation
Property representatives of nominated future potential operators will be approached by telephone.
Discussion will focus on standardised documentation issued in advance of substantive telephone
conversations, and around a key set of questions (refer Appendix A). Discussions will be minuted and
referred back to the consultee for confirmation. Consultees will be provided one week to confirm draft
minutes; failure to respond in this timeframe will be taken as endorsement of the draft minutes.
Timeframe
Contact will be established immediately following approval of this strategy, with a view to completing
consultation within two weeks of initial contact.
Contacts
Two of the following, to be approached depending on availability of contacts.
• Either Coles or Woolworths
• Either Caltex or Shell
ACT Government consultees
General Objective
To introduce the proposal, to understand other ACT Government activity in the locality and the impact it
may have on the availability or desirability of identified sites, to clarify any other aspects of the proposal,
and to clarify any areas of ambiguity with respect to prior ACT Government studies and reports.
Consultee specific objectives are detailed in the table below.
Mode of Consultation
Consultation will occur primarily by telephone, with face to face meetings only where unforeseen or novel
issues arise, or where it would be beneficial for two or more ACT Government consultees to meet with the
consultant to discuss the interface of competing interests. The need for meetings will be cleared with the
Project Manager.
Timeframe
Timeframes will vary depending on the consultee and the degree to which their sphere of influence
interfaces with the proposal. Refer to table below.
Consultee

Contact

Notes

T +61 2 6230 7855 F +61 2 6230 7844
PO Box 248, Civic Square ACT 2608

KnightFrank.com.au
Blak Plan Pty Ltd ABN 95 159 090 294, trading under licence as Knight Frank Town Planning (ACT & NSW), is independently owned and operated, is
not a member of and does not act as agent for the Knight Frank Group.
™ Trade mark of the Knight Frank Group used under licence.

ACT No Waste

Chris Weir, TAMS

ESDD Weston
Master Plan

Petra Oswald
Katharine Campbell

CSD

Peter Johns

Sport and Recreation

David Jeffries

ESDD ACTPLA

Steve Gianiakis

TAMS

Joan Carter

Objective - to confirm site requirements as per the 2010
RDOC site selection report, to seek clarification as needed,
and to provide periodic updates as the study progresses.
Timeframe – initial contact following the receipt of the
2010 RDOC site selection report, with ongoing contact on
a needs basis.
Objective - to identify any additional considerations to be
integrated into, and to ensure the outcome of the study
does not conflict with Weston Master Planning exercises.
Timeframe – immediate to advise of project scope and
commencement, and to review existing interface with
Weston Master Planning exercises, with ongoing contact
on a needs basis.
Objective – to understand the interface between Site D
and existing social housing in the immediate vicinity.
Timeframe – immediate, as a means of informing analysis
of Site D. This reflects the likelihood of the multi criteria
analysis identifying Site D as a highly preferred site.
Objective – to understand the interface between Sites A, B
and C and Sport and Recreation proposals for land south
of Cotter Road.
Timeframe – immediate, as a means of informing analysis
of Sites B and C.
Objective – to derive a broad appreciation of planning
activity in the locality and to ensure ongoing ESDD
engagement with the proposal.
Timeframe – immediately to advise project scope and
commencement, with ongoing contact on a needs basis.
Objective – to understand the interface between Site A
and existing TAMS operations on Site A.
Timeframe – only if and when Site A is identified as a
highly preferred site.

Other consultees
Overarching objective
To ensure stakeholders with a ‘more than usual’ interest in the outcome of the study, or with the potential
to raise significant objections to the proposal, are aware of the study and its proposals, with a view to
mitigating any longer term sources of objection.
Block 1212 Weston – Defence College
Objective – To ascertain any unforeseen constraints associated with sites D, E and F by reason of their
proximity to defence activities.
Mode of consultation - Consultation will occur primarily by telephone, with face to face meetings only
where unforeseen or novel issues arise.
Timeframes – Consultation will only occur if any of sites D, E and F are identified by the multi criteria
analysis as being the preferred site. No consultation will occur if sites A, B and C are identified.
Contacts – Andre Bali at Centuria (Crown Lessee), and Stuart Ribot de Bressac, Commercial Leasing
Manager for Defence (Tenant).

Consultation Strategy
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RSPCA
Objective – To ascertain any unforeseen constraints associated with site D by reason of its proximity to
RSCPA activities, taking into account future RSPCA relocation.
Mode of consultation - Consultation will occur primarily by telephone, with face to face meetings only
where unforeseen or novel issues arise.
Timeframes – Consultation will only occur if any site D is identified by the multi criteria analysis as being
the preferred site. Consultation will only occur if the delivery of the site is likely to occur prior to RSPCA
relocation.
Contacts – To be determined.

Weston Creek Residents (Indicative only – to be confirmed during the study period)
Objective - to be determined, but likely to focus on keeping the broader community informed of progress.
Mode of consultation – the mode has yet to be determined, but likely to include attendance and
presentation at one of the Weston Creek Community Council’s monthly meetings.
Timeframes – to be determined
Contact – to be determined

Consultation Strategy
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Appendix A
Standardised documentation, to be distributed prior to discussions
-

Map illustrating extent of Molonglo and Denman Prospect development, including staging of
delivery
Details of planned residential yield and population in Molonglo and Denman Prospect, including
staging of delivery
Details of existing Weston Creek population
Commentary on likely demographic makeup of future Molonglo and Denman Prospect residents
Details of commercial yield in Molonglo, including staging of delivery of local and group centres
Identification of all existing and proposed service stations in the locality

Key matters to be answered through consultation with future potential operators
1. Site selection criteria
a. Do you have an existing site scoping brief?
b. If so, can this be made available for the purpose of this study?
If the answer to (1) is no:2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

Site area, configuration, future proofing and staging
a. Minimum and optimum site areas sought for new service stations.
b. Minimum and optimum site dimensions/configuration.
c. Whether the minimum site area varies depending on the number of bowsers, or the
provision of car wash etc, and how these are influenced by final catchment
population/catchment development.
d. Whether an operator would consider a staged expansion of services in response to a
growing catchment.
e. The desirability of future proofing for future expansion. If so, how much ‘future proofing’
for future expansion is built into the optimum site area, if any? Would this be desirable?
Retail
a. Minimum and optimum retail GFA
b. Interface with the delivery of local and group centres in the locality
Location, catchment and access
a. key and secondary attributes/requirements including:i. Position relative to arterial roads
ii. Local traffic conditions
iii. Visibility
iv. Surrounding uses (existing and future)
v. Catchment population (existing and future)
vi. customer and delivery access arrangements- what size delivery trucks are used?
Co-location
a. Any in principle issues with co-location? with a RDOC?
Utilities and services
a. Any special/unusual requirements vis utilities and services?

Once answers have been derived, consultees will be provided with a unmarked aerial photo of the area
containing the proposed sites, and asked if any locations immediately stand out to them as being
preferable.

Consultation Strategy
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Appendix B
Background Information presented to Operators
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LDA – Site selection analysis
New Service Station in Weston Creek/Molonglo Valley
Background Information
Weston Creek
Weston Creek was established as a residential district in the late 1960’s. The 2011 Census data for Weston
Creek (SA3) confirmed the presence of just over 9,200 dwellings and a population of 22,746 people in
Weston Creek. No substantial additional residential development is anticipated and consequently the
population is likely to remain relatively stable.
The extent of Weston Creek is outlined in blue in Figure 1.
Molonglo Valley
Molonglo Valley is the main greenfield development front in Canberra, and is outlined red in Figure 1. On
completion Molonglo Valley will accommodate 55,000-60,000 people.
The development of Molonglo Valley will occur in three stages over a period of approximately 30 years.:•

Stage 1 – residential suburbs of Coombs, Wright and North Weston and local centre. These are
currently under construction. Wright and Coombs are expected to accommodate 4500 dwellings,
a population of 7800 and a local centre with 3000m² retail GFA. A local centre typically includes
an IGA style supermarket and a post shop with one or two small cafes and shops (including
personal services).

•

Stage 2 - will comprise the suburbs of Denham Prospect and Molonglo, a principal group centre
and a local centre. Stage 2 will deliver a population of approximately 18,000 people and 7300
dwellings. A group centre typically includes at least one full line (3000m²) supermarket, several
shops, health facility, restaurants and cafes, and a service station. The Molonglo principal Group
Centre is likely to be comparable to the existing Gungahlin Town Centre or Batemans Bay town
centre.

•

Stage 3 – residential suburbs, secondary group centre and local centre north of the Molonglo
River. Development of Stage 3 is not anticipated to commence for approximately 5-10 years
although this could be brought forward depending on market demand. On completion stage 3 is
anticipated to accommodate 27,000 people.

Due to a high proportion of medium and high density dwellings, the population is expected to be
characterised by large proportions of young people with young singles and couple households moving
into the area, first time home buys or renters of higher density dwellings.
Other service stations in the area
At present Weston Creek is served by a single service station, located in Weston.
There are no existing service stations in Molonglo Valley.
A service station site of circa 1200-2000m² has been reserved in the Molonglo principle group centre (part
of Stage 2) but will not be released to the market for another 5-10 years.
The nearest alternative service stations are located in Hawker, Macquarie and Curtin.

T +61 2 6230 7855 F +61 2 6230 7844
PO Box 248, Civic Square ACT 2608

KnightFrank.com.au
Blak Plan Pty Ltd ABN 95 159 090 294, trading under licence as Knight Frank Town Planning (ACT & NSW), is independently owned and operated, is
not a member of and does not act as agent for the Knight Frank Group.
™ Trade mark of the Knight Frank Group used under licence.

These have been identified by red circles in Figure 1. The general location of the proposed Molonglo
Principle group centre is identified with a blue circle. The general location of current investigations is
identified by a yellow circle.
Figure 1 – Location of Weston Creek and Molonglo Valley, existing and proposed service station
sites
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Figure 2 Molonglo Valley Staging Plan
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Appendix C
Indesco Report – Site Selection for Molonglo Petrol Station
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